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Abstract 

Asteroids and comets are of strategic importance for science in an effort to 
uncover the formation, evolution and composition of the Solar System. 
Near-Earth Objects (NEOs) are of particular interest because of their ac-
cessibility from Earth, but also because of their speculated wealth of mate-
rial resources. The exploitation of these resources has long been discussed 
as a means to lower the cost of future space endeavours. In this chapter, we 
analyze the possibility of retrieving entire objects from accessible helio-
centric orbits and moving them into the Earth’s neighbourhood. The aster-
oid retrieval transfers are sought from the continuum of low energy trans-
fers enabled by the dynamics of invariant manifolds; specifically, the 
retrieval transfers target planar, vertical Lyapunov and halo orbit families 
associated with the collinear equilibrium points of the Sun-Earth Circular 
Restricted Three Body problem. The judicious use of these dynamical fea-
tures provides the best opportunity to find extremely low energy transfers 
for asteroidal material. With the objective to minimise transfer costs, a 
global search of impulsive transfers connecting the unperturbed asteroid’s 
orbit with the stable manifold phase of the transfer is performed. A cata-
logue of asteroid retrieval opportunities of currently known NEOs is pre-
sented here. Despite the highly incomplete census of very small asteroids, 
the catalogue can already be populated with 12 different objects retrievable 
with less than 500 m/s of Δv. All, but one, of these objects have an ex-
pected size in the range that can be met by current propulsion technologies. 
Moreover, the methodology proposed represents a robust search for future 
retrieval candidates that can be automatically applied to a growing survey 
of NEOs. 
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Introduction 

Recently, significant interest has been devoted to the understanding of mi-
nor bodies of the Solar System, including near-Earth and main belt aster-
oids and comets. NASA, ESA and JAXA have conceived a series of mis-
sions to obtain data from such bodies, having in mind that their 
characterisation not only provides a deeper insight into the Solar System, 
but also represents a technological challenge for space exploration. Near 
Earth Objects in particular have also stepped into prominence because of 
two important aspects: they are among the easiest celestial bodies to reach 
from the Earth and they may represent a potential impact threat. This in-
creased interest has encouraged the research community to propose further 
asteroid engineering projects, such as NEO retrieval missions, taking ad-
vantage of the synergies with current minor bodies search campaigns and 
asteroid manipulation technology development initiatives.  

Various space macro-engineering projects have as a primary require-
ment the capture or shepherding of a portion or a full asteroid in useful or-
bits in the solar system (see Table 1).  

Early proposals for the space elevator involved the capture of a small 
body in a close to GEO orbit to serve as counterweight. The size of the 
counterweight required depends on the radius of the orbit where the aster-
oid would be placed, with size decreasing exponentially with altitude 
above GEO, resulting in about a 50 ton asteroid (about 3.3 m diameter) for 
a counterweight at a circular orbit of radius 100000 km  .  

The use of captured asteroids has also been proposed for geo-
engineering purposes as means of reducing the solar insolation on Earth by 
generating dust rings or clouds. Depending on the position of the dust 
cloud, either Earth ring (Pearson et al., 2006), Sun-Earth L1 (Bewick et al., 
2012), or Earth-Moon L4/L5 region (Struck, 2007), and the desired reduc-
tion in insulation, the asteroid mass requirements and the complexity and 
cost of the capture transfer vary, but the minimum size for a target asteroid 
is never below 500 meters diameter. Retrieving objects of this size is 
probably beyond nowadays technological capabilities. The required mass 
could be reduced by more than one order of magnitude by the use of space 
manufactured solar reflectors instead of dust rings or clouds (Pearson et 
al., 2006), but that would involve a large manufacturing infrastructure on 
orbit.  

Much smaller asteroids can already be of interest for resources exploita-
tion. The in-situ utilisation of resources in space has long been suggested 
as the means of lowering the cost of space missions, by, for example, pro-
viding bulk mass for radiation shielding or distilling rocket propellant for 
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interplanetary transfers (Lewis, 1996). Although the concept of asteroid 
mining dates back to the very first rocketry pioneers (Tsiolkovsky, 1903), 
evidences of a renewed interest can be found in the growing body of 
literature on the topic (Baoyin et al., 2010, Sanchez and McInnes, 2011a, 
Hasnain et al., 2012), as well as in high profile private enterprise 
announcements such as by Planetary Resources Inc1

Brophy et al., 2012
. A recent asteroid re-

trieval mission study ( ) proposed the capture of a 2-4 m 
diameter asteroid around the Moon with current technologies, which could 
serve as test-bed for the development of technologies for in-situ resource 
utilisation (ISRU). Other proposals (Massonnet and Meyssignac, 2006) 
suggest a larger asteroid to be used as a NEO shield in combination with 
resource exploitation. These technologies could become a potentially 
disruptive innovation for space exploration and utilisation and enable 
large-scale space ventures that could today be considered far-fetched, such 
as large space solar power satellites or sustaining communities in space. 
Fuel depots or permanent space stations that use a small asteroid as a base 
can be envisaged in the near future. The use of asteroids in cycler orbits to 
provide structural support and radiation shielding for interplanetary 
transfers can be considered a more futuristic enterprise also found in 
literature (Lewis, 1996).  

Table 1: Macro-engineering projects proposing asteroid capture. To estimate as-
teroid sizes, given in diameter, an average NEO density of 2.6 gr/cm3 (Chesley et 
al., 2002) was used when neccesary. 

Project Target orbit(s) Size or mass required Reference 
Space Elevator ~GEO 52 x 103 kg (> 3.3 m) (Aravind, 2007) 
Geo-engineering: 
Dust ring LEO 

~LEO 2.3 x 1012 kg  
(> 1190 m) 

(Pearson et al., 2006) 

Geo-engineering: 
Dust cloud L1 

Sun-Earth L1  1.9 x 1011 kg  
(> 515 m) 

(Bewick et al., 2012) 

Geo-engineering: 
Dust cloud L4/5 

Earth-Moon L4/L5  2.1 x 1014 kg  
(> 5.3 km) 

(Struck, 2007) 

Tech. demo 
ISRU/Fuel depot 

L1, L2, Moon or-
bit… 

> 2 m (Brophy et al., 2012) 

Space station L1, L2, L4, L5 > 10 m  
NEO shield Sun-Earth L1, L2  20-40 m (Massonnet and 

Meyssignac, 2006) 
Cyclers Earth-Mars reso-

nant orbit 
> 100 m (Lewis, 1996) 

 

                                                      
1 http://www.planetaryresources.com/  
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In all these studies, the Sun-Earth Lagrangian points repeatedly appear 
as one of the preferred destinations for captured asteroids. This is relevant 
as they can also serve as natural gateways to other destinations in the 
Earth-Moon system through the use of heteroclinic connections (Koon et 
al., 2000). There are however several main challenges to overcome: the 
development of techniques to modify asteroid trajectories, the improve-
ment in the minor body census in order to find the most suitable candidates 
of the appropriate size, and the design of low-cost transfers to the desired 
final orbits. 

Current technologies and methods for deflection of Earth-impacting ob-
jects have experienced significant advances, along with increasing knowl-
edge of the asteroid population. While initially devised to mitigate the haz-
ard posed by global impact threats, the current impact risk is largely posed 
by the population of small undiscovered objects (Shapiro et al., 2010), and 
thus methods have been discussed to provide subtle orbital changes to 
these small objects, as opposed to large-scale interventions, e.g., the use of 
nuclear devices (Kleiman, 1968). This latter batch of deflection methods, 
such as low thrust tugboat (Scheeres and Schweickart, 2004), gravity trac-
tor (Edward and Stanley, 2005) or small kinetic impactor (Sanchez and 
Colombo, 2012) are moreover based on currently proven space technolo-
gies. They may therefore render the apparently ambitious scenario of ma-
nipulating asteroid trajectories a likely option for the near future. 

With regards the accessibility of asteroid resources, recent work by San-
chez and McInnes (2011a, 2012) demonstrates that a substantial quantity 
of resources can indeed be accessed at relatively low energy; on the order 
of 1014 kg of material could potentially be harvested at an energy cost 
lower than that required to access the resources of the Moon. In their work, 
the accessibility of asteroid material is estimated by analysing the volume 
of Keplerian orbital element space from which the Earth can be reached 
under a given energy threshold by means of a bi-impulsive transfer. This 
volume of Keplerian element space is then mapped into existing NEO or-
bital (Bottke et al., 2002) and size distribution models (Mainzer et al., 
2011). As discussed in Sanchez and McInnes (2011a, 2012), it is perhaps 
more important that asteroid resources can be accessed across a wide spec-
trum of energies, and thus, as shown in Sanchez and McInnes (2012), cur-
rent technologies could be adapted to return to the Earth’s neighbourhood 
objects from 10 to 30 meters diameter for scientific exploration and re-
source utilisation purposes.  

Advances in both asteroid deflection technologies and dynamical system 
theory, which allow new and cheaper means of space transportation, are 
now enabling radically new mission concepts, including but not limited to 
asteroid retrieval missions. These envisage a spacecraft reaching a suitable 
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object, attaching itself to the surface and returning it, or a portion of it, to 
the Earth’s orbital neighbourhood. Moving an entire asteroid into an orbit 
in the vicinity of Earth entails an obvious engineering challenge, but may 
also allow a much more flexible exploitation phase in the Earth’s 
neighbourhood.  

The work presented here aims to provide a feasibility assessment of the 
latter mission concept by defining a set of preliminary mission opportuni-
ties that could be enabled by invariant manifold dynamics. Missions deliv-
ering a large quantity of material to the Lagrangian points are of particular 
interest. The material can be used in a first stage as test bed for ISRU tech-
nology demonstration missions and material processing at affordable costs. 
The science return is also greatly improved, with an asteroid permanently, 
or for a long duration, available for study and accessible to telescopes, 
probes and even crewed missions to the Lagrangian points. Finally, it sets 
the stage for other future endeavours, such as the ones listed in Table 1. 

Low Energy Transport Conduits 

Current interplanetary spacecraft have masses on the order of 103 kg, while 
a small body of just 10 meters diameter will most likely have a mass of the 
order of 106 kg. Hence, already moving such a small object, or an even lar-
ger one, with the same ease that a scientific payload is transported today, 
would demand propulsion systems orders of magnitudes more powerful 
and efficient; or alternatively, orbital transfers orders of magnitude less 
demanding than those to reach other planets in the solar system.  

Solar system transport phenomena, such as the rapid orbital transitions 
experienced by comets Oterma and Gehrels 3, from heliocentric orbits 
with periapsis outside Jupiter’s orbit to apoapsis within Jupiter’s orbit, or 
the Kirkwood gaps in the main asteroid belt, are some manifestations of 
the sensitivities of multi-body dynamics. The same underlying principles 
that enable these phenomena allow also excellent opportunities to design 
surprisingly low energy transfers.   

It has for some time been known that the hyperbolic invariant manifold 
structures associated with periodic orbits around the L1 and L2 collinear 
points of the Three Body Problem provide a general mechanism that con-
trols the aforementioned solar system transport phenomena (Koon et al., 
2000). In this analysis, we seek to benefit from these mathematical con-
structs in order to find low-cost trajectories to retrieve asteroid material to 
the Earth’s vicinity. This work assumes the motion of the spacecraft and 
asteroid under the gravitational influence of Sun and Earth, within the 
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framework of the Circular Restricted Three Body Problem (CR3BP) 
(Koon et al., 2008). The well known equilibrium points of the system are 
shown in Fig. 1. The mass parameter µ considered in this analysis is 
3.0032080443x10-6, which neglects the mass of the Moon. Note that the 
usual normalised units are used when citing Jacobi constant values (Koon 
et al., 2008). 

 
Fig. 1: Schematic of the CR3BP and its equilibrium points. 

Periodic Orbits and Manifold Structure 

In particular, we are interested in the dynamics concerning the Sun-Earth 
L1 and L2 points (see Fig. 1), as they are the gate keepers for potential bal-
listic capture of asteroids in the Earth’s vicinity.  

During the last half a century there has been an intense effort to cata-
logue all bounded motion near the libration points of the Circular Re-
stricted Three Body Problem (Howell, 2001). The principal families of 
bounded motion that have been discovered are planar and vertical 
Lyapunov periodic orbits, quasi-periodic Lissajous orbits, and periodic and 
quasi-periodic halo orbits (Gómez et al., 2000, Koon et al., 2008). Some 
other families of periodic orbits can be found by exploring bifurcations in 
the aforementioned main families (Howell, 2001). 

Theoretically, an asteroid transported into one of these orbits would re-
main near the libration point for an indefinite time. In practice, however, 
these orbits are unstable, and an infinitesimal deviation from the periodic 
orbit will make the asteroid depart asymptotically from the libration point 
regions. Nevertheless, small correction manoeuvres can be assumed to be 
able to keep the asteroid within the periodic orbit (Simó et al., 1987, 
Howell and Pernicka, 1993).  
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The linear behaviour of the motion near the libration points is of the 
type centre x centre x saddle (Szebehely, 1967). All bounded motion near 
these points arises from the stable centre x centre behaviour, while the 
saddle dynamical behaviour ensures that, inherent to any bounded trajec-
tory near the libration points, an infinite number of trajectories exist that 
asymptotically approach, or depart from, the bounded motion. All these 
sets of trajectories, both bounded and unbounded motion, associated to a 
libration point form what is called the invariant manifold structure (Gómez 
et al., 2005).  

There are two classes of invariant manifolds: the central invariant and 
the hyperbolic invariant. The central invariant manifold is composed of pe-
riodic and quasi-periodic orbits near the libration points, while the hyper-
bolic invariant manifold consists of a stable and an unstable set of trajecto-
ries associated with an unstable orbit near an equilibrium point. The 
unstable manifold is formed by the infinite set of trajectories that exponen-
tially leaves the periodic or quasi-periodic motion to which they are asso-
ciated. The stable manifold, on the other hand, consists of an infinite num-
ber of trajectories exponentially approaching the periodic or quasi-periodic 
orbit. 

It is well known (e.g., Koon et al. (2008)) that the phase space near the 
equilibrium regions can be divided into four broad classes of motion; 
bound motion near the equilibrium position (i.e., periodic and quasi-
periodic orbits), asymptotic trajectories that approach or depart from the 
latter, transit trajectories, and, non-transit trajectories (see Fig. 2). A transit 
orbit is a trajectory such that its motion undergoes a rapid transition be-
tween orbiting regions. In the Sun-Earth case depicted in Fig. 2, for exam-
ple, the transit trajectory approaches Earth following a heliocentric trajec-
tory, transits through the bottle neck delimited by the halo orbit and 
becomes temporarily captured at Earth. An important observation from 
dynamical system theory is that the hyperbolic invariant manifold structure 
defined by the set of asymptotic trajectories forms a phase space separatrix 
between transit and non-transit orbits.  

It follows from the four categories of motion near the libration points 
that periodic orbits near the Sun-Earth L1 and L2 points can not only be 
targeted as the final destination of asteroid retrieval missions, but also as 
natural gateways of low energy trajectories to Earth centred temporarily 
captured trajectories or transfers to other locations of the cis-lunar space, 
such as the Earth Moon Lagrangian points.  

This work will focus in capture opportunities to periodic orbits near the 
libration points, which will be enabled by the hyperbolic stable manifold 
trajectories associated with them. In particular, we will focus on three dis-
tinct classes of periodic motion near the Sun-Earth L1 and L2 points; Planar 
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and Vertical Lyapunov and Halo Orbits, from now on referred to as a 
whole as libration point orbits (LPO). This analysis seeks a first insight in-
to the future feasibility of asteroid retrieval missions, and thus we will lim-
it our search to these three classic families of bounded motion near the 
Sun-Earth L1 and L2 points. Future and more comprehensive searches 
however should extend to capture trajectories to quasi-periodic orbits, such 
as Lissajous and quasi-halos. These more exotic families of eventually pe-
riodic orbits and their associated sets of asymptotic trajectories will likely 
increase the range of options for gravitational capture of asteroids. 

 
Fig. 2: Schematic representation of the four categories of motion near the L2 point 
(represented by the set of axes in the figure): periodic motion around L2 (i.e., halo 
orbit), hyperbolic invariant manifold structure (i.e., set of stable hyperbolic invari-
ant manifold trajectories), transit trajectory and non transit trajectory. 

Lyapunov Orbits 

As noted earlier, the linear behaviour of the motion near the L1 and L2 
points is of the type centre x centre x saddle. The centre x centre part 
generates a 4-dimensional central invariant manifold around each collinear 
equilibrium point when all energy levels are considered (Gómez et al., 
2005). In a given energy level the central invariant manifold is a 3-
dimensional set of periodic and quasi-periodic solutions lying on an 
invariant torus, together with some chaotic or stochastic regions in 
between (Gómez et al., 2001). There exist families of periodic orbits with 
frequencies related to both centers: pω  and vω  (Alessi, 2010). They are 
known as planar Lyapunov family and vertical Lyapunov family, see Fig. 
3, and their existence is ensured by the Lyapunov center theorem. Halo 
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orbits are 3-dimensional periodic orbits that emerge from the first 
bifurcation of the planar Lyapunov family. 

To generate the entire family of planar and vertical Lyapunov periodic 
orbits, we start by generating an approximate solution with the associated 
frequency very close to the libration point (Howell, 2001). This initial so-
lution is corrected in the non-linear dynamics by means of a differential 
correction algorithm (Koon et al., 2008) over a suitable plane section that 
takes advantage of the known symmetries of these orbits (Zagouras and 
Markellos, 1977). Once one periodic solution has been computed, the 
complete family can be generated by means of numerical continuation 
process that uses the previous solution as initial guess for a periodic orbit 
on which one of the dimension on the phase space has been perturbed 
slightly. By properly choosing the phase space direction that we want to 
continuate; and by repeating the process iteratively one can build a family 
of periodic orbits with increasing Jacobi constant, as shown in Fig. 3. 

 

Halo Orbits 

The term halo orbit refers to the orbit’s ring shape and its position rela-
tive to the secondary mass, which reminds of the ring of light commonly 
used in religious iconography to denote holiness. The term was coined by 
Robert Farquhar, who advocated the use of these orbits near the Earth-
Moon L2 point to obtain a continuous communication relay with the far 
side of the Moon during the Apollo programme (Farquhar, 1967).   

 
Fig. 3: Series of Planar and Vertical Lyapunov orbits (left) and northern and 
southern halo orbits (right) associated with the Sun-Earth L1 and L2 points. 
Lyapunov orbits are plotted ranging from Jacobi constant 3.0007982727 to 
3.0000030032. Halo orbits are plotted ranging from Jacobi constant of 
3.0008189806 to 3.0004448196. The thicker red line corresponds to a Jacobi con-
stant of 3.0004448196, which corresponds to half the distance between the energy 
at equilibrium in L2 and L3. 
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As previously noted, this type of orbit emerges from a bifurcation in the 
planar Lyapunov orbits. As the amplitude of planar Lyapunov orbit in-
creases, eventually a critical amplitude is reached where the planar orbits 
become vertical critical, as defined by Hénon (1973), and new three-
dimensional families of periodic orbits bifurcate. Thus, the minimum pos-
sible size for halo orbits in the Sun-Earth system is approximately (240 x 
660) · 103 km at L1 and (250 x 675) · 103 km at L2, sizes denoting the 
maximum excursion from the libration point in the x and y directions re-
spectively. At the bifurcation point, two symmetric families of halo orbits 
emerge at each libration point, here referred to as the northern and south-
ern family depending on whether the maximum z displacement is achieved 
in the northern (i.e., z>0) or southern (i.e., z<0) direction, respectively (see 
Fig. 3).    

Similarly to planar and vertical Lyapunov, the set of halo orbits, also 
shown in Fig. 3, was computed by means of the continuation of a predic-
tor-corrector process. The initial seed was computed by means of Richard-
son (1980) third order approximation of a halo orbit. A differential correc-
tor procedure is used to trim Richardson’s prediction and obtain the 
smallest halo possible (Zagouras and Markellos, 1977, Koon et al., 2008). 
We then continue the process by feeding the next iteration with a predic-
tion of a slightly larger displacement in z. Iteratively repeating this process 
provides a series of halo orbits with increasing energy, or decreasing 
Jacobi constant.  

The process can only be continued until a Jacobi constant not far below 
3.0004. At this point the direction of the continuation should be changed to 
the x direction, or a more sophisticated processes of continuation on which 
the direction is modified at each iteration should be used (Ceriotti and 
McInnes, 2012). For this analysis however we chose to stay on the range 
of halo orbits that can be continued using only the z direction to ensure that 
each halo orbit is defined by a single Jacobi constant. If halo families are 
continued beyond that point, they become degenerate in energy since a 
particular Jacobi constant defines more than one halo orbit.     

Asteroid Retrieval Missions 

In the past few years, several space missions have already attempted to re-
turn samples from the asteroid population (e.g., Hayabusa (Kawaguchi et 
al., 2008)) and others are planned for the near future2

2011a
. As shown by San-

chez and McInnes ( , 2012), given the low transport cost expected for 
                                                      

2http://www.nasa.gov/topics/solarsystem/features/osiris-rex.html (last accessed 02/05/12) 

http://www.nasa.gov/topics/solarsystem/features/osiris-rex.html�
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the most accessible objects, it is also possible to envisage the possibility to 
return to Earth entire small objects with current or near-term technology. 
The main challenge resides on the difficulties inherent in the detection of 
these small objects. Thus, for example, only 1 out of every million objects 
with diameter between 5 to 10 meters is currently known and this ratio is 
unlikely to change significantly in the coming years (Veres et al., 2009). 

In this section then, we will focus our attention to the surveyed popula-
tion of asteroids in search of the most accessible candidates for near-term 
asteroid retrieval missions by means of invariant hyperbolic stable mani-
folds trajectories.  

For this purpose, a systematic search of capture candidates among cata-
logued NEOs was carried out, selecting the L1 and L2 regions as the target 
destination for the captured material. This gives a grasp and better under-
standing of the possibilities of capturing entire NEOs or portions of them 
in a useful orbit, and demonstrates a method that can be applied to newly 
discovered small bodies in the future when detection technologies im-
prove.  

Invariant Manifold Trajectories to L1 and L2 

The design of the transfer from the asteroid orbit to the L1 and L2 LPO 
consists of a ballistic arc, with two impulsive burns at the start and end, in-
tersecting a hyperbolic stable invariant manifold asymptotically approach-
ing the desired periodic orbits. These results consider only the inbound leg 
of a full capture mission.  

Planar Lyapunov, vertical Lyapunov, and halo orbits around L1 and L2 
generated with the methods described in previous sections were considered 
as target orbits. The invariant stable manifold trajectories leading to each 
of these LPO, computed by perturbing the periodic solutions on the stable 
eigenvector direction (Koon et al., 2008) by a magnitude of 10-6, in nor-
malized units, were propagated backwards in the Circular Restricted 3-
Body Problem until they reached a fixed section in the Sun-Earth rotating 
frame. We refer as the invariant manifold transfer time as this propagation 
time. The section was arbitrarily selected as the one forming an angle of 
±π/8 with the Sun-Earth line (π/8 for the L2 orbits, see Fig. 4, the symmet-
rical section at -π/8 for those targeting L1). This corresponds roughly to a 
distance to Earth of the order of 0.4 AU, where the gravitational influence 
of the planet is considered small. No additional perturbations were consid-
ered in the backward propagation.  

In this analysis, Earth is assumed to be in a circular orbit 1 AU away 
from the Sun. This simplification allows the orbital elements of the mani-
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fold trajectories (and in particular at the selected section) to be independent 
of the insertion time into the final orbit. The only exception is the longi-
tude of the perihelion, i.e., the sum of the right ascension of the ascending 
node and the argument of perihelion, which varies with the insertion time 
with respect to a reference time with the following relation: 

 ( ) ( ) 2 ( )REF REF REFt t
T
πω ωΩ+ = Ω + + −  (1) 

where REFΩ  and REFω  are the right ascension of the ascending node and 
the argument of perihelion at the ±π/8 section for an insertion into a target 
orbit at reference time tREF, and T is the period of the Earth. This variation 
along the Earth orbit has direct implications in the phasing costs and influ-
ences the optimal point for final insertion. 

For orbits with non-zero inclination, the argument of perihelion of the 
manifolds is also independent of the insertion time and the above equation 
indicates a variation inΩ . However, in the case of planar Lyapunov with 
zero inclination, Ω  is not defined and an arbitrary value of zero can be se-
lected, resulting in the equation representing a change in argument of peri-
helion.  

 
Fig. 4: Schematic representation of a transfer to L2 
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Fig. 5: Shape of the manifolds in the r r−   phase space for a Jacobi constant of 
3.0004448196. The manifolds are represented at their intersection with a plane 
forming a ±π/8 angle with the Sun-Earth line in the rotating frame. Manifolds on 
the left correspond to L1, on the right to L2. Candidate NEOs are indicated with a 
+ marker. 

The transfer between the NEO orbit and the manifold is then calculated 
as a heliocentric Lambert arc of a restricted two body problem with two 
impulsive burns, one to depart from the NEO, the final one for insertion 
into the manifold, with the insertion constrained to take place before or at 
the ±π/8 section.  

The benefit of such an approach is that the asteroid is asymptotically 
captured into a bound orbit around a collinear Lagrangian point, with no 
need for a final insertion burn at arrival. All burns are performed far from 
Earth, so no large gravity losses need to be taken into account. Further-
more, this provides additional time for corrections, as the dynamics in the 
manifold are “slow” when compared to a traditional hyperbolic approach. 
Finally, this type of trajectory is then easily extendable to a low-thrust tra-
jectory if the burns required are small.  

The shape of the manifolds in the r r−   phase space (with r being the 
radial distance from the Sun) at the intersection with the ±π/8 section is 
shown in Fig. 5 for a particular Jacobi constant. For an orbit with exactly 
the energy of L1 or L2, the intersection is a single point; while for lower 
Jacobi constants, the shape of the intersection is a closed loop. The inter-
section corresponding to the bifurcation between planar and halo orbits is 
also plotted. A few capture candidate asteroids have been included in the 
plot (+ markers) at their intersection with the π/8 plane near their next 
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closest approach to Earth. In a planar case, this would already provide a 
good measure of the distance of the asteroid to the manifolds. However, as 
we are considering the 3D problem, information on the z component or the 
inclination would also be necessary. 

 

 

 
Fig. 6: Minimum and maximum perihelion and aphelion radius (top) and inclina-
tion (bottom) of the manifolds leading to planar Lyapunov, vertical Lyapunov and 
halo orbits around L1 and L2. 

Fig. 6 provides a more useful representation of the manifolds in terms of 
perihelion, aphelion radius and inclination for the two collinear points. The 
point of bifurcation between the planar Lyapunov and halo orbits, when 
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they start growing in inclination, can easily be identified. Halo orbits ex-
tend a smaller range in aphelion and perihelion radius when compared to 
planar Lyapunov. Vertical Lyapunov orbits have even smaller excursions 
in radius from a central point, as can already be seen in the smaller loops 
of vertical Lyapunov in Fig. 5, but on the other hand they extend to much 
lower values of the Jacobi constant and cover a wider range of inclinations. 

Several asteroids are also plotted with small markers in the graphs. 
Their Jacobi constant J is approximated by the Tisserand parameter as de-
fined in Eq. (2). 

 ( )21 2 1 cosJ a e i
a

≈ + −  
(2) 

where a, e and i are the semi-major axis (in AU), eccentricity and inclina-
tion of the asteroid orbit. 

This illustrates the proximity to the manifolds of a number of NEOs. In 
particular, asteroid 2006 RH120 has been highlighted, due to its proximity 
to the L2 manifolds. From these graphs and ignoring any phasing issues, it 
can already be identified as a good capture candidate, as its perihelion and 
aphelion radius is close to or within the range of all the three types of 
manifolds, and its inclination lies also close to the halo orbit manifolds. 
The manifold orbital elements appear to be a good filter to prune the list of 
NEOs to be captured. 

Asteroid Catalogue Pruning 

For the calculation of capture opportunities, the NEO sample used for 
the analysis is JPL’s Small Bodies Database future3

Even with this reduced list, it is a computationally expensive problem 
and preliminary pruning becomes necessary. Previous work by Sanchez et 
al. (

, downloaded as of 27th 
of July of 2012, containing 9142 small bodies. This database represents the 
catalogued NEOs up to that date, and as such it is a biased population, 
most importantly in size, as already noted. A large number of asteroids of 
the most ideal size for capture have not yet been detected, as current detec-
tion methods favour larger asteroids. Secondly, there is an additional de-
tection bias related to the type of orbits, with preference for Amors and 
Apollos in detriment to Atens or Atiras, as object in Aten/Atira orbits 
spend more time in the exclusion zone due to the Sun. 

2012) showed that the number of known asteroids that could be cap-

                                                      
3 http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/sbdb.cgi (last accessed 27/07/12) 

http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/sbdb.cgi�
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tured from a hyperbolic approach with a total Δv less than 400 m/s is of the 
order of 10. Although their hyperbolic capture approach, which roughly 
estimates Δv-cost for capture as the Δv necessary to reduce the asteroid 
two-body energy to zero, ensuring a temporal capture, is inherently differ-
ent than the manifold capture presented in this work, the number of bodies 
that could be captured in manifold orbits at low cost is expected to be of 
the same order.  

Without loss of generality, it is possible to immediately discard NEOs 
with semi-major axis (and thus energy) far from the Earth’s, as well as 
NEOs in highly inclined orbits. However, a more systematic filter needed 
to be devised. 

As a first approximation of the expected total cost in terms of Δv, a bi-
impulsive cost prediction with both burns assumed at aphelion and 
perihelion was implemented. Either of the two burns is also responsible for 
correcting the inclination. The Δv required to modify the semi-major axis 
can be expressed as: 

0

2 1 2 1Δ a s s
f

v
r a r a

µ µ
   

= − − −       
 

(3) 

where µS is the Sun’s gravitational constant, a0 and af are the initial and fi-
nal semimajor axis before and after the burn, and r is the distance to the 
Sun at which the burn is made (perihelion or aphelion distance). On the 
other hand the Δv required to modify the inclination is given by: 

( )*

0

Δ 2 Δ / 2s
iv r sin i

a
µ

=  
(4) 

where Δi is the required inclination change, and r* corresponds to the ratio 
of perihelion and aphelion distance if the burn is performed at aphelion, or 
its inverse if performed at perihelion. These formulas only take into con-
sideration the shape and inclination of the orbits, ignoring the rest of the 
orbital elements: right ascension of the ascending node and argument of 
pericentre. It is then implicitly assumed that the line of nodes coincides 
with the line of apsis and the inclination change can be performed at 
pericentre or apocentre. This can result in an underestimation of the plane 
change for some cases. 

The total cost is then calculated as: 

2 2 2 2
1 1 2 2Δ Δ Δ Δ Δt a i a iv v v v v= + + +  (5) 
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with one burn performed at each of the apsis, and one of the two inclina-
tion change Δv assumed zero.  

The estimated transfer Δv corresponds thus to the minimum of four 
cases: aphelion burn modifying perihelion and inclination followed by a 
perihelion burn modifying aphelion, perihelion burn modifying aphelion 
and inclination followed by an aphelion burn modifying perihelion, and the 
equivalent ones in which the inclination change is done in the second burn.  

It is important to note that these formulas are only first order approxima-
tions intended for the pruning of the database, and they will not be used to 
calculate the final transfers. In particular, the plane change is only valid for 
small changes in inclination and large deviations from the values provided 
by the filter are expected to be observed for high inclinations. Neverthe-
less, we are interested in low cost transfers which imply a small plane 
change, so the approximation is acceptable for filtering purposes. 

For simplicity, the target manifold final perihelion, aphelion and 
inclination values are selected as ranges or bands obtained from Fig. 6. For 
example, planar Lyapunov orbits at L2 have range of {rp, ra, i} ∈  {1.00-
1.02, 1.02-1.15,0}, or {1.01-1.02, 1.025-1.11,059-0.78} for halo orbits at 
L2. Note that the inclination range for halos was given as the range corre-
sponding to the highest energy. This is due to the fact that most candidate 
asteroids have higher energies that the manifolds, and the lowest cost is as-
sumed to take place where the energy difference is minimum. In the case 
of vertical Lyapunov orbits, due to the narrow ranges and strong depend-
ency with J, polynomial fits for {rp, ra, i} as a function of J were used. 

With this filter, it is then possible to calculate the regions of a three-
dimensional orbital element space (in semi-major axis, eccentricity and 
inclination) than can be captured under a certain Δv threshold. These 
regions are plotted in Fig. 7 for transfers to LPOs around L2 with a Δv of 
500 m/s, and any asteroid with orbital elements inside them could in 
principle be captured at that cost or lower. The figure shows a three-
dimensional view of the surfaces that delimit the regions for planar 
Lyapunov, vertical Lyapunov and Halo, as well as two-dimensional 
projections in the a-i and e-i planes. There is a significant overlap between 
the regions of different LPO target orbits; therefore, it is expected that 
several asteroids would allow low-cost captures to more than one family of 
LPO. A similar plot can be generated for the case of L1. Figure 8 presents 
the regions for L1 and L2 compared to the definitions of the 4 families of 
NEOs. Objects from all four families seem to be adequate candidates for 
asteroid retrieval missions, particularly the ones closed to the Apollo-
Amor and Aten-Atira divides.  
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Fig. 7: Regions in the orbital element space with total estimated cost for capture 
into an LPO around L2 below 500 m/s. The manifolds corresponding to the LPOs 
are plotted in solid colours. 

The filter approximation provides in general a lower bound Δv estimate, 
as it ignores any phasing issues, and assumes the burns can be performed 
at apocentre or pericentre. Moreover, there is no guarantee, and in fact it is 
quite unlikely, that a combination of the extremes of the ranges of {rp, ra, i} 
used in the filter correspond to proper manifold trajectories. Finally, the 
plane change does not include a modification in right ascension of the as-
cending node. Although the final Ω  can be tuned by modifying the phas-
ing with the Earth, this is not completely free as the final insertion will 
take place around a natural close approach of the asteroid with the planet. 
The combination of this constrained phasing and the plane change will also 
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incur in additional costs. North and south halo obits provide two opportu-
nities with opposite Ω  for each transfer, which should result in two differ-
ent costs, while the filter provides a single value. 

For a few cases, with high initial inclination and associated plane 
change cost, the filter can over-estimate the Δv. As the inclination in-
creases, solutions splitting the large plane change into the two burns can 
potentially result in a lower cost. In cases where the filter favours solutions 
with larger burns at pericentre, it can also incur in higher costs estimation 
for the plane change than the optimal solution. 
 

 
Fig. 8: Semi-major axis and eccentricity map of the capturable regions for L1 and 
L2. The boundaries of the main 4 families of NEO objects are also indicated. The 
manifold orbital elements are enclosed in the capturable regions and closely fol-
low the Apollo-Amor and Aten-Atira divides.  

Capture Transfers and Mass Estimates 

For each of the filtered NEOs with estimated Δv below 1 km/s, feasible 
capture transfers with arrival date in the interval 2016-2100 were obtained. 
The NEO orbital elements in JPL’s database are only considered valid un-
til their next close encounter with Earth.  

The problem can thus be defined with 5 variables: the Lambert arc 
transfer time, the manifold transfer time, the insertion date at the final tar-
get orbit, the Jacobi constant of this target orbit, and a fifth discrete vari-
able determining the point in the target orbit where the insertion takes 
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place. The manifolds are discretised in terms of their Jacobi constant and 
their insertion point. Five hundred insertion points are considered for each 
LPO, which propagated backwards translate into 500 sets of orbital ele-
ments at the ±π/8 section. 

The Lambert transfers between the asteroid initial orbit and the mani-
folds were optimised using EPIC, a global optimisation method that uses a 
stochastic search blended with an automatic solution space decomposition 
technique and can handle both continuous and discrete variables (see 
(Vasile and Locatelli, 2009) for details). Single objective optimisations 
with total transfer Δv as the cost function were carried out. Trajectories ob-
tained with EPIC were locally optimised with MATLAB’s built-in func-
tion fmincon. Lambert arcs with up to 3 complete revolutions before inser-
tion into the manifold were considered. For cases with at least one 
complete revolution, the two possible solutions of the Lambert problem 
were optimised. This implies that 7 full problem optimisations needed to 
be run for each NEO. 

Figure 9 plots the results of the optimisation for the L2 case together 
with the filter estimates. It can be observed that the filter provides in gen-
eral a good approximation of the total cost to be expected. It is a useful 
tool to select candidates and prioritise lists of asteroids for optimisation, 
and to quickly predict if any newly discovered asteroid is expected to have 
low capture costs. Dotted lines have been added to the plot as indicators of 
the ideal cost of just the inclination change at a circular orbit at 1 AU. Pre-
dicted and optimised results are expected to fall above or close to these 
lines. The filter does however provide a quick and much more accurate es-
timate of the costs taking into consideration the shape of the original orbit 
as well as the inclination. Asteroids with capture costs smaller than 500 
m/s are indentified in the plots. 

Table 2 shows the asteroids with costs lower than this selected threshold 
of 500 m/s. Twelve asteroids of the whole NEO catalogue can be captured 
at this cost, ten of them around L2 plus two Atens around L1. The table 
provides the orbital elements, minimum orbit intersection distance accord-
ing to the JPL Small Bodies Database, and an estimate of the size of the 
object. This estimate is calculated with the following relation (Chesley et 
al., 2002): 

/5 1/21329  10 H
vD km p− −= ×  (6) 

where the absolute magnitude H is provided in the JPL database, and the 
albedo pv is assumed to range from 0.05 (dark) to 0.50 (very bright icy ob-
ject).   
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Fig. 9: Filter cost estimates and results of the optimisation for planar Lyapunov 
(top), vertical Lyapunov (middle) and halo orbits (bottom) around L2. Dotted lines 
indicate the cost of changing just the inclination. 
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Table 2: NEO characteristics for transfer trajectories with Δv below 500 m/s. The 
type of transfer is indicated by a 1 or 2 indicating L1 or L2 plus the letter P for pla-
nar Lyapunov, V for vertical Lyapunov, and Hn or Hs for north and south halo. 

 a 
[AU] 

e i 
(Pravec 
et al.) 

MOID 
[AU] 

Diameter 
[m] 

Type Δv 
[m/s] 

2006 RH120 1.033 0.024 0.595 0.0171 2.3-  7.4 

2Hs 
2Hn 
2V 
2P 

58 
107 
187 
298 

2010 VQ98 1.023 0.027 1.476 0.0048 4.3-13.6 
2V 
2Hn 
2Hs 

181 
393 
487 

2007 UN12 1.054 0.060 0.235 0.0011 3.4-10.6 

2P 
2Hs 
2Hn 
2V 

199 
271 
327 
434 

2010 UE51 1.055 0.060 0.624 0.0084 4.1-12.9 

2Hs 
2P 
2V 
2Hn 

249 
340 
470 
474 

2008 EA9 1.059 0.080 0.424 0.0014 5.6-16.9 2P 328 

2011 UD21 0.980 0.030 1.062 0.0043 3.8-12.0 
1Hs 
1V 
1Hn 

356 
421 
436 

2009 BD 1.062 0.052 1.267 0.0053 4.2-13.4 2Hn 
2V 

392 
487 

2008 UA202 1.033 0.069 0.264 2.5∙10-4 2.4-  7.7 
2Hn 
2P 
2Hs 

393 
425 
467 

2011 BL45 1.033 0.069 3.049 0.0040 6.9-22.0 2V 400 
2011 MD 1.056 0.037 2.446 0.0018 4.6-14.4 2V 422 

2000 SG344 0.978 0.067 0.111 8.3∙10-4 20.7-65.5 
1P 
1Hs 
1Hn 

443 
449 
468 

1991 VG 1.027 0.049 1.445 0.0037 3.9-12.5 2Hs 
2V 

465 
466 

 
As expected, planar Lyapunov orbits are optimal for lower inclination 

NEOs, while NEOs with higher inclination favour transfers to vertical 
Lyapunov. Figure 10 shows an example trajectories in a co-rotating frame 
where the Sun-Earth line is fixed for a transfer of asteroid 2006 RH120 to 
a south halo orbit around L2. Close-ups of the final parts of the trajectory 
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are plotted in a three-dimensional view in order to appreciate the shape of 
the final orbit and manifolds.  

 

 

  
 Fig. 10: Capture trajectory for asteroid 2006 RH120 to a south halo orbit. 
Sun and Earth are plotted 10 times their size. 

 
Table 3 presents the best trajectory for each type of transfer for L2 and 

L1 (highlighted in bold in Table 2). The cheapest transfer, below 60 m/s, 
corresponds to a trajectory inserting asteroid 2006 RH120 into a halo orbit. 
Solutions to planar and vertical Lyapunov were also found for 2006 
RH120 at higher costs. This agrees well with the interpretation of Fig. 6. 
The pruning method was also predicting that this transfer would be the 
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cheapest, with a minimum estimated Δv of 15 m/s. It is worthwhile to 
emphasise that the total Δv comprises both burns at departure from the 
asteroid and insertion into the manifold, but it does not include any 
navigation costs or corrections. The NEO orbit may intersect the manifold 
directly, and in that case the transfer to the target orbit can be done with a 
single burn, as in this particular case.  

The total duration of the transfers range from 3 to 7.5 years. For the 
longer transfers it is possible to find faster solutions with less revolutions 
in the Lambert arc at a small Δv penalty. 

Table 3: Capture trajectories for the lowest cost transfers to each type of LPO 

  Date [yy/mm/dd] Jacobi 
constant 
manifold 

Total 
Durat. 
[yr] 

 Δv [m/s] 

Asteroid 
departure 

Manifold 
insertion 

Li 
arrival 

Dep Ins 

2006 RH120 2Hs 21/02/01 21/02/01 28/08/05 3.000421 7.51 58 0 
2006 RH120 2Hn 23/05/11 24/02/20 28/08/31 3.000548 5.31 52 55 
2010 VQ98 2V 35/02/14 35/09/01 39/11/15 3.000016 4.75 177 4 
2007 UN12 2P 13/10/22 13/10/22 21/02/19 3.000069 7.33 199 0 
2011 UD21 1Hs 37/11/20 38/07/03 42/07/19 3.000411 4.66 149 207 
2011 UD21 1V 36/07/20 38/11/16 41/06/21 3.000667 4.92 226 196 
2011 UD21 1Hn 39/10/24 40/06/15 43/08/30 3.000504 3.85 210 226 
2000 SG344 1P 24/02/11 25/03/11 27/06/18 3.000357 3.35 195 248 

Retrieved mass estimates 

The results presented in the previous section could be used to calculate a 
limit in the mass that can be captured with current space technology. In or-
der to obtain a first estimate of the size of the asteroid that could be re-
trieved, we can consider a basic system mass budget exercise. Assuming a 
spacecraft of 5500 kg dry mass and 8100 kg of propellant at the NEO (as 
proposed in the Keck study report for asteroid retrieval (Brophy et al., 
2012)), it is possible to estimate the total asteroid mass that can be trans-
ferred. A full system budget would require a larger fuel mass to deliver the 
spacecraft to the target, and thus an analysis of the outbound leg, but that is 
beyond the scope of this work. 

Results are presented for each trajectory on Table 4 for two different 
propulsion systems. The total mass for a high thrust engine of specific im-
pulse 300s ranges from 44 to about 400 tons, which represents 3 to 30 
times the wet mass of the spacecraft at arrival to the NEO. The trajectories 
presented assume impulsive burns, so in principle they are not suitable for 
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low-thrust transfers. However, due to their low Δv and long time of flight, 
transformation of these trajectories to low-thrust is in principle feasible, 
and will be considered in future work. If a similar cost trajectory could be 
flown with a low-thrust engine of higher specific impulse (3000s) the as-
teroid retrieved mass would be over ten times that of the high-thrust case, 
up to an impressive 4000 tons in the case of a hypothetical transfer from 
the orbit of 2006 RH120 to a halo orbit. That is beyond the maximum es-
timated size of this particular asteroid. Even if losses of 600% were as-
sumed in the transformation from high to low thrust (and this could well be 
the case given the mass of the object intended for transfer) the estimated 
diameter would still be greater than the 7.4 m maximum expected size of 
asteroid 2006 RH120. 

For the average NEO density and assuming spherical bodies, the equiva-
lent diameter of the asteroid that can be captured is also included in the ta-
ble. This shows that reasonably sized boulders of 3-7 m diameter, or small 
asteroids of that size, could be captured with this method. The capture of 
entire bodies of larger size is still challenging, but the derived size of a few 
of the candidates fall actually within this range. With the higher specific 
impulse, the only NEO in the table that fails to meet the capturable range 
shown in Table 4  is 2000 SG344, with a derived size in the range of 20 to 
65 meters.  

Table 4: Retrieved mass estimates with current space technology. 

  Total 
Δv  
[m/s] 

Isp = 300s Isp = 3000s 
Mass 
[kg] 

Ø 
[m] 

Mass 
[kg] 

Ø 
[m] 

2006 RH120 2Hs 58 398144 6.64 4067256 14.40 
2006 RH120 2Hn 107 213657 5.39 2222273 11.77 
2010 VQ98 2V 181 121879 4.47 1304330 9.86 
2007 UN12 2P 199 110313 4.33 1188630 9.56 
2011 UD21 1Hs 356 57441 3.48 659549 7.85 
2011 UD21 1V 422 47017 3.26 555160 7.42 
2011 UD21 1Hn 436 45236 3.21 537325 7.34 
2000 SG344 1P 443 44380 3.19 528741 7.30 

Overview of the Selected Candidates 

The capture candidates are all of small size (perhaps with the exception of 
2000 SG344), which is ideal for a technology demonstrator retrieval 
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mission. In fact, seven of them fit the small-Earth approachers (SEA) 
definition by Brasser and Wiegert (2008). They showed, focusing on 
object 1991 VG,  that the orbit evolution of these type of objects is 
dominated by close encounters with Earth, with a chaotic variation in the 
semi-major axis over long periods of time. A direct consequence of this is 
that reliable capture transfers can only be designed with accuracy over one 
synodic period, before the next encounter with Earth changes the orbital 
elements significantly. One could argue that finely tuning these encounters 
could also be used to shepherd these objects into trajectories that have a 
lower cost to be inserted into a manifold (Sanchez and McInnes, 2011b). 

The candidates NEOs in Table 2 are well-known, and there has been 
speculation about the origin of a few of them, including the possibility that 
they were man-made objects (spent upper stages), lunar ejecta after an 
impact (Tancredi, 1997, Chodas and Chesley, 2001, Brasser and Wiegert, 
2008, Kwiatkowski et al., 2009), or even an alien probe (Steel, 1995). In 
particular  object 2006  RH120 has been thoroughtly studied (Kwiatkowski 
et al., 2009, Granvik et al., 2011), as it was a temporarily captured orbiter 
that was considered the “second moon of the Earth” until it finally escaped 
the Earth in July 2007. Granvik shows that the orbital elements of 2006 
RH120 changed from being an asteroid of the Atens family pre-capture, to 
an Apollo post-capture, having followed what we refer to in previous 
sections as a transit orbit inside Earth’s Hill sphere. An additional object in 
the list, 2007 UN12, is also pointed out by Granvik as a possible candidate 
to become a TCO (Temporarily Captured Orbiter). 

Regarding their accessibility, a recent series of papers (Adamo et al., 
2010, Barbee et al., 2010, Hopkins et al., 2010) considered up to 7 of the 
above objects as possible destinations for the first manned mission to a 
NEO (and the other 5 were not discovered at the time). They proposed 
human missions during the same close approaches as the capture 
opportunities calculated. However, the arrival dates at the asteroids are 
later than the required departure date for the capture, so their outbound 
legs could not apply to our proposed capture trajectories. An additional 
study by Landau and Strange (2011) presents crewed mission trajectories 
to over 50 asteroids. It shows that a mission to 6 of the  considered 
asteroids is possible with a low-thrust Δv budget between 1.7 and 4.3 km/s. 
The costs presented are for a return mission of a spacecraft with a dry mass 
of 36 tons (including habitat) in less than 270 days. A longer robotic 
mission with a final mass at the NEO of 13,600 kg and a manifold capture 
as the one proposed would result in much lower fuel costs as the thrust-to-
mass ratio increases. NASA also publishes the Near-Earth Object Human 
Space Flight Accessible Target Study (NHATS) list (Abell et al., 2012), 
which will be continuously updated and identifies potential candidate 
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objects for human missions to asteroids. The NEOs are ranked according 
to the number of feasible return trajectories to that object found by an 
automated search within certain constaints. Eleven of our 12 capturable 
objects appear in the top 25 of NASA’s NHATS list as of September 2012, 
seven of them in the top 10. This seems to indicate that the objects found 
by our pruning and optimisation are indeed easily accessible, even if the 
outbound part of the trajectory was not considered in our calculations.  

Method Limitations 

One of the first objections that can be raised to the approach presented in-
volves some of the simplifications in the model. The main simplifying as-
sumptions are placing the Earth in a circular orbit, assuming Keplerian 
propagation for the NEOs orbital elements until the next close encounter 
with Earth, and not including other types of perturbations, in particular the 
Moon third body perturbation. While the influence of the first two assump-
tions should be relatively small, and the trajectories obtained can be used 
as first guesses for a local optimisation with a more complex model with 
full Earth and NEOs ephemerides, not including the Moon as a perturbing 
body can have a much greater influence. Granvik (2011) shows that the 
Moon plays an important role in the capture of TCO, and so the trajecto-
ries of the manifolds would be also affected by it. The lunar third body 
perturbation can also strongly influence the stability of LPOs, in particular 
large planar Lyapunov orbits, and it could render some of them unsuitable 
for target orbits. However, the general behaviour and the type of NEOs 
that can be captured are not expected to change. Other perturbations, such 
as the changes in the orbit of small bodies affected by solar radiation pres-
sure are of little importance within the timescales considered. 

Other capture possibilities, e.g. by means of a single or double lunar 
swingby, have not been studied and are outside of the scope of this chap-
ter, but they may provide even cheaper asteroid retrieval opportunities. 

Conclusions 

The possibility of capturing a small NEO or a segment from a larger object 
would be of great scientific and technological interest in the coming dec-
ades. It is a logical stepping stone towards more ambitious scenarios of as-
teroid exploration and exploitation, and possibly the easiest feasible at-
tempt for humans to modify the Solar System environment outside of 
Earth, or attempting any large scale macro-engineering project. 
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This analysis has shown that the retrieval of a full asteroid is well within 
today’s technological capabilities, and that there exists a series of objects 
that can be easily captured into libration point orbits. Taking advantage of 
this, the utilisation of asteroid resources may be a viable means of provid-
ing substantial mass in Earth orbit for future space ventures. Despite the 
largely incomplete survey of very small objects, the current known popula-
tion of asteroids provides a good starting platform to begin with the search 
for easily capturable objects. With this goal, a robust methodology for sys-
tematic pruning of a NEO database and optimisation of capture trajectories 
through the hyperbolic invariant stable manifold into different types of 
LPO around L1 and L2 has been implemented and tested. Twelve possible 
candidates for affordable full asteroid retrieval missions have been identi-
fied among known NEOs with capture opportunities during the next 30 
years with a cost below 500 m/s. Transfers to the libration points region 
have been calculated for all these targets. These transfers enable the cap-
ture of bodies within 3-7 meters diameter with low propellant costs.  

The proposed method can be easily automated to prune the NEO data-
base on a regular basis, as the number of objects in orbits of interest is ex-
pected to grow asymptotically with the new efforts in asteroid detection. 
Any new occurrence of a low-cost candidate asteroid can be optimised to 
obtain the next available phasing and transfer opportunities and the opti-
mal target LPO. 

Moreover Sun-Earth LPOs can also be considered as natural gateways 
to the Earth system. Thus, the problem to transfer an asteroid to an Earth 
or Moon centred orbit can be decoupled into the initial phase of inserting 
the asteroid into a stable invariant manifold and then providing the very 
small manoeuvres required to continue the transit into the Earth system. 
While a method to find optimal Sun-Earth LPO capture trajectories and 
possible targets has been defined, the transit trajectories can potentially al-
low the asteroid to move to the Earth-Moon L1/L2 or other locations within 
cis-lunar space taking advantage of heteroclinic connections between col-
linear points.  

This analysis has also shown the costs of accessing the capture material 
at the Sun-Earth collinear equilibrium points. Given the costs associated 
with reaching the Sun-Earth LPOs, one can imagine the scientific and ex-
ploitation advantages of bringing asteroids close to Earth, as oppose to 
reaching them on their unperturbed heliocentric orbits.  
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